
LESSER AIR ELEMENTAL CREATURE

Perception +11; darkvision 
Languages Auran 

Skills +5; Acrobatics +14, Stealth +13 
Str +3, Dex +5, Con +3, Int –2, Wis +0, Cha +0

AC 22, TAC 22; Fort +7, Ref +13, Will +8
HP 55; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun
High Winds (air, aura) 40 feet. Air in the aura is difficult terrain for flying creatures that do not have the air trait.

Disperse

Trigger The air elemental takes damage from a hostile action.
Effect The air elemental disperses. Until the end of the current turn, it can’t be attacked or targeted, doesn’t take up space, and
deactivates its aura. At the end of the turn, the elemental re-forms in any space it can fit in within 25 feet of where it dispersed
and its aura reactivates.

Speed fly 100 feet; swiftness 
Melee gust +13 (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d6+4 bludgeoning plus Push 5 feet

Swiftness An air elemental’s movement doesn’t trigger reactions.
Push

Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Push in its damage entry.
Effect The monster automatically knocks the target away from the monster. Unless otherwise noted in the ability description, the
creature is pushed 5 feet. If the attack was a critical hit, this distance is doubled.
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LESSER EARTH ELEMENTAL CREATURE

Perception +12; darkvision 
Languages Terran 

Skills +5; Athletics +12, Stealth +10 
Str +5, Dex –1, Con +4, Int –2, Wis +0, Cha –1

AC 21, TAC 17; Fort +12, Ref +7, Will +9
HP 70; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun
Earthbound When not touching solid ground, an earth elemental is slowed 1 and can’t take reactions.

Crumble

Trigger The elemental takes damage from a hostile source while atop rock or earth.
Effect The elemental crumbles into the ground, burrowing down 10 feet. This burrowing does not trigger reactions. The elemental can’t
use this reaction if it emerged from the ground earlier this round.

Speed 25 feet, burrow 25 feet (earth glide) 
Melee fist +12 (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d8+5 bludgeoning

Earth Glide The elemental can burrow through dirt and stone at its full burrow Speed, leaving no tunnels or signs of its passing.
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LESSER FIRE ELEMENTAL CREATURE

Perception +12; darkvision 
Languages Ignan 

Skills +5; Acrobatics +12 
Str +3, Dex +4, Con +2, Int –2, Wis +0, Cha +0

AC 20, TAC 20; Fort +9, Ref +12, Will +8
HP 79, explosion; Immunities asleep, critical hits, fire, paralysis, poison, precision, stun; Weaknesses cold 8, water 8
Explosion (fire) When the elemental dies, it explodes, dealing 3d6 fire damage to all creatures in a 10-foot aura (Reflex DC 18 half,

double damage on a critical failure, no damage on a critical success).
Speed 50 feet 

Melee tendril +13 (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d6+6 fire plus 2d4 persistent fire
Water Weakness When this creature is doused with water, either through a spell or some other effect (such as pouring a bucket of water

over it) it takes damage equal to its water weakness value. If it starts its turn within water, it also takes that amount of damage.
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LESSER WATER ELEMENTAL CREATURE

Perception +12; darkvision 
Languages Aquan 

Skills +5; Athletics +12, Stealth +10 
Str +3, Dex +4, Con +3, Int –2, Wis +0, Cha +0

AC 20, TAC 20; Fort +9, Ref +12, Will +8
HP 75; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun; Resistances fire 5
Vortex (aura, water) 30 feet. Water in the aura and also in the same body of water as the elemental is difficult terrain for swimming
creatures that do not have the water trait. Waterbound When not touching water, a water elemental is slowed 1 and can’t take
reactions.
Vortex Pull (water)
Trigger A creature in the elemental’s vortex takes a move action.
Effect The elemental creates a current of water, forcing the triggering creature to attempt a DC 19 Athletics check to Swim. If the
triggering creature fails, it’s pulled 15 feet toward the elemental and the triggering move action is lost.

Speed 20 feet, swim 65 feet 
Melee wave +13 (reach 10 feet), Damage 2d8+6 bludgeoning plus Push 5 feet
Drench (abjuration, arcane) The elemental puts out all fires within 5 feet. It extinguishes every nonmagical fire automatically, and
attempts to dispel any magical fire (as 3rdlevel dispel magic, spell roll +9).
Push

Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Push in its damage entry.
Effect The monster automatically knocks the target away from the monster. Unless otherwise noted in the ability description, the
creature is pushed 5 feet. If the attack was a critical hit, this distance is doubled.
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REDCAP CREATURE

Perception +10; low-light vision 
Languages Aklo, Common, Jotun, Sylvan 
Skills +5; Acrobatics +12, Athletics +12, Deception +12, Intimidation +10, Nature +10, Stealth +12 

Str +4, Dex +4, Con +4, Int +3, Wis +1, Cha +2 
Items expert Medium scythe, iron boots, red cap

AC 20, TAC 19; Fort +8, Ref +11, Will +9
HP 55, fast healing 10; Weaknesses cold iron 5, irreligious
Fast Healing A monster with this ability regains the given number of Hit Points each round at the beginning of its turn.
Red Cap (necromancy, primal) A redcap’s woolen hat is dyed with the blood of its victims. If the redcap loses its cap, it no longer
benefits from fast healing and takes a –4 conditional penalty to its damage rolls. It can create a new cap in 10 minutes, but that
cap doesn’t grant its powers until the redcap has turned it red with Blood Soak. A redcap’s hat has no benefit for creatures other
than redcaps.

Sacrilegious (emotion, fear, mental) If a redcap sees a creature brandish a holy symbol of a good deity or use one for the Material
Casting of a divine spell, the redcap must attempt a DC 17 Will save. On a failure, the redcap is frightened 4 and fleeing for 1
round; on a success, it’s frightened 2; on a critical success, it’s unaffected. To brandish a holy symbol, a creature must Interact while
holding it in hand to brandish it for 1 round. Once a redcap has to attempt a save against a brandished holy symbol, it is bolstered
to brandished holy symbols for the next 10 minutes.

Speed 50 feet 
Melee scythe +13 (deadly 1d10, trip), Damage 2d10+4 slashing
Melee boot +13 (agile, versatile B), Damage 2d4+8 piercing
Blood Soak (manipulate) The redcap dips its cap in the blood of a slain foe. The foe must have died in the last minute, and the
redcap must have helped kill it. The redcap gains a +4 conditional bonus to damage rolls for 1 minute.
Deadly Cleave

Trigger The redcap drops a creature to 0 Hit Points with a scythe Strike.
Effect The redcap makes another scythe Strike against a different creature, using the same multiple attack penalty as the scythe
Strike that triggered this reaction. This counts toward its multiple attack penalty.

Stomp The redcap Strides up to half its Speed and makes a boot Strike at any point during that movement. If the boot Strike hits
a prone creature, it deals 2d6 extra persistent bleed damage.
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SMILODON CREATURE

Perception +10; low-light vision, scent 30 feet 
Languages — 

Skills +3; Acrobatics +12, Athletics +10, Stealth +12 
Str +6, Dex +2, Con +4, Int –4, Wis +1, Cha –1

AC 20, TAC 18; Fort +12, Ref +8, Will +6
HP 77
Speed 30 feet 

Melee teeth +13, Damage 1d12+6 piercing plus Grab
Melee claw +13, Damage 1d8+6 slashing plus Grab
Pierce Armor The smilodon makes a teeth Strike against a creature it has grabbed. If the attack hits, that creature’s armor is dented,
the creature falls prone, and the creature takes 1d8 persistent bleed damage.
Pounce The smilodon Strides and makes a Strike at the end of that movement. If the smilodon began this action hidden, it remains
hidden until after the attack.

Sneak Attack (precision) The smilodon deals 1d6 extra precision damage to flat-footed creatures.
Grab

Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Grab in its damage entry, or it has a creature grabbed
using this action.

Effect The monster automatically Grabs the target until the end of the monster’s next turn. The creature is grabbed by whichever body
part the monster attacked with, and that body part can’t be used to Strike creatures until the grab is ended.

Using Grab extends the duration of the monster’s Grab until the end of its next turn for all creatures grabbed by it.
The grabbed creature can Escape using Acrobatics or Break the Grapple with Athletics, and the Grab ends if the monster moves away.
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GREAT WHITE SHARK CREATURE

Perception +11; shark scent, tremorsense 30 feet 
Languages — 

Skills +2; Athletics +11, Stealth +9 
Str +6, Dex +2, Con +4, Int –4, Wis +1, Cha –4

AC 19, TAC 17; Fort +10, Ref +6, Will +5
HP 60
Shark Scent The shark can smell blood in the water from up to a mile away.
Speed swim 60 feet 

Melee jaws +11, Damage 2d8+6 piercing
Breach The shark Swims up to its speed, then Leaps vertically out of the water up to 10 feet high, making a Strike against a

creature at the apex of the jump (this lets it attack a creature within 15 feet of the water’s surface). After the Strike, the shark
splashes back down.
Chomp (attack)
Trigger The shark is adjacent to a creature and moves away during a move action.
Effect The shark makes a jaws Strike against the creature it’s moving away from. This Strike deals 1d8+3 damage instead of the normal
amount.

Savage

Requirement The shark hit with a jaws Strike on its most recent action this turn.
Effect The target takes 7 slashing damage.
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TIGER CREATURE

Perception +9; low-light vision, scent 30 feet 
Languages — 

Skills +2; Acrobatics +11, Athletics +9, Stealth +11 
Str +5, Dex +3, Con +3, Int –4, Wis +1, Cha –2

AC 19, TAC 18; Fort +9, Ref +8, Will +5
HP 63
Speed 30 feet 

Melee jaws +11, Damage 1d10+5 piercing plus Grab
Melee claw +11 (agile), Damage 1d6+5 slashing plus Grab
Pounce The tiger Strides and makes a Strike at the end of that movement. If the tiger began this action hidden, it remains hidden
until after the attack.
Wrestle The tiger makes a claw Strike against a creature it has grabbed. If the attack hits, that creature is knocked prone.

Sneak Attack (precision) The tiger deals 1d6 extra precision damage to flat-footed creatures.
Grab

Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Grab in its damage entry, or it has a creature
grabbed using this action.

Effect The monster automatically Grabs the target until the end of the monster’s next turn. The creature is grabbed by whichever
body part the monster attacked with, and that body part can’t be used to Strike creatures until the grab is ended.

Using Grab extends the duration of the monster’s Grab until the end of its next turn for all creatures grabbed by it.
The grabbed creature can Escape using Acrobatics or Break the Grapple with Athletics, and the Grab ends if the monster moves
away.
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